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Abstract. The propagation of both finite amplitude and weakly nonlinear waves

in fluid-filled hyperelastic tethered tubes subjected to axial strain is investigated in

some detail. Procedures based upon the methods of characteristics and relatively

undistorted waves are deployed to compute the time and location of first shock for-

mation in tubes having both constant and variable properties ahead of the wave. The

influence of wall thickness changes in shock formation is explored and it is further

found that if the transmural pressure ahead of the wave is zero then no shock can

form on the lead characteristic for any model based on a rational theory of finite

elasticity. This latter result is in disagreement with several earlier studies.

1. Introduction. In this paper we investigate the nonlinear propagation of pressure

pulses along thin walled, tethered, hyperelastic, and axially strained tubes containing

homogeneous, incompressible, and inviscid fluids. It is possible, in the model de-

veloped here, to incorporate a compressible fluid in the analysis, but if the fluid is

a liquid with, say, the density and compressibility of water it is felt that this effect

will be negligible. Also, we might include the effect of fluid viscosity, but in a num-

ber of practical applications, say for parameters appropriate to biological problems

involving the larger blood vessels, this effect is also negligible [1],

We develop a one-dimensional model dealing with variations of the various quan-

tities involved in the axial direction only. The radial variations are not completely

neglected, however, as shown in [2], and the equations used result from a pertur-

bation of the two-dimensional axially symmetric equations. Under the assumption

that all disturbances have a long wavelength, the relationship between the transmural

pressure p*n the local cross sectional area A*, and the axial coordinate x* may be

taken in the form [3]

= (i.i)

where O is a functional determined by the elastic properties and initial geometry of

the tube. The outside pressure is assumed to be constant, but if this is not so only a

small modification to the theory to be presented is required.
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Early investigators (see Womersley [4] and the references in Skalak [5]) used an

expression obtained from linear elasticity theory for C>. Even as recently as 1979,

Chen and McCarthy [7] employed the linear theory of elasticity in their computations

of shock initiation times for fluid-filled tubes. Anliker et al. [7] avoided direct use of

finite deformation elasticity by expressing the wave speed c* as a particular function

of p*r and x*. Moodie and Haddow [3] first introduced the two-dimensional strain

energy function to account for nonlinear elastic deformation of the tube wall in a

consistent fashion. Cowley, in a pair of recent papers [8], [9], again deployed the

two-dimensional strain energy function to study elastic jumps on fluid-filled tubes

and their associated dispersive wave trains. Swaters [18] has developed a theory

describing resonantly interacting wave triads in hyperelastic fluid-filled tubes. Tait

and Moodie [10], following [3], studied wave propagation and shock formation in

nonlinearly elastic and viscoelastic fluid-filled tubes and were able to exhibit an exact

solution for a tube composed of a Mooney-Rivlin material.

In this paper we employ a model for fluid-filled elastic tubes which is based upon

the theory of finite elastic deformations. These tubes are thin walled and tethered by

axial forces that prevent all axial motion [8], We employ both the method of char-

acteristics, which is an exact method, and the theory of relatively undistorted waves

([11], [12]), a systematic perturbation expansion procedure, to study initial boundary

value problems and compute the time and location of first shock formation.The latter

approach may be used to yield results for tubes with variable properties when shocks

form either on or back of the front. This is in contrast to the acceleration wave analy-

sis of [6] which is capable of predicting shock formation only when such shocks form

upon the lead characteristic. Results obtained by the two methods are compared for

a particular choice of strain energy function and shown to be in excellent agreement.

The method of relatively undistorted waves is them employed to examine the effect

that changes in wall thickness have upon the development of shocks. Both methods

are capable of yielding the result that for arbitrary strain energy functions and any

amount of axial strain, waves will not first break on the lead characteristic when the

transmural pressure ahead of the wave is zero.

2. Equations. The nonlinear dimensional governing equations describing the fluid

dynamics are the conservation of mass equation given by

Of dx* y '

where A*,x* are as defined previously, t* is time, and u* is the fluid velocity in the

axial direction, and the momentum equation given by

ou^ otr \_o_K {22)
or Ox* p* dx* '

where p* is the constant fluid density. In addition, we require a relationship between

A*, p*n and x* appropriate to the nonlinear elastic model for the tube wall.

We consider axisymmetric deformations of an incompressible hyperelastic fluid-

filled tube and assume that the inertia of the wall is always sufficiently small to allow

the elasticity to be based upon a quasi-steady theory. Cowley [8], [9], has shown that
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this approximation is valid even if the fluid within the tube is unsteady, provided

Pwhl « J
pa *0

where pw, a^, and are the wall membrane density, and undeformed wall radius

and thickness, respectively.

Since the wall material is incompressible, it can be described by a strain energy

function ([3], [13])

W* = W*{h,h,x*\ (2.3)

of the first and second invariants 1\ and h of the tensor, FF7 (or F'F), where F is

the deformation gradient tensor and the superscript T denotes the transpose. The

variable x* appearing in (2.3) allows for the elastic properties to vary from point

to point along the tube. The invariants I\ and Ii, when expressed in terms of the

principal stretches k\ and k2, are given by

/, = k] + k\ + J2J2' (2-4a)

I2-k\k2 + jj + jj- (2.4b)

Since k\, k2 represent principal stretches in the azimuthal and longitudinal directions,

respectively, we have for a tube subjected to a uniform axial strain e that

(i\ 1/2

,+(f£)~) • <2-5»
where a* is the local deformed (i.e., time dependent) tube radius.

From the general theory of thin walled cylindrical hyperelastic shells we have

a*(da*/dx*)h* dW
Ptr ~

h* dW" 1 d

(1 +(<9a*/<9x*)2)1/2 dk2
(2.6)a*{ 1 + e) dk\ a* dx*

Versions of this formula have been presented in [3], [8], [10], and [18]. Combining

(2.3)-(2.6) and invoking the long wavelength approximation we arrive at

p* =  ^2 Ptr a*0( l+e)

ow* aw*
+

;i +e)2 a/, <9/.
(l+e)2 <A° (2.7)

where

'' " % + (TT7)257 + <1+e'):' (28a|

+ + (2.8b)

and

,r = n(a*)2, A*0 = n(a*0)2. (2.9)

We observe that at zero transmural pressure we must have A* = Aq/( 1 +e). Note that

there is an accompanying area reduction in the presence of a nonzero axial strain.
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It is important to add that <P(A*,pfr,x*) in (1.1) cannot be completely arbitrary

but must take the form imposed by (2.7) if the mechanical properties of the tube

wall are to be based upon a rational theory of finite elasticity. In addition, the well-

known mathematical and physical restrictions (e.g., [13]) on strain-energy functions

for isotropic Green elastic materials must hold. These requirements will further

restrict the allowed functional forms for 0(A*,p*r,x*).

It will be convenient for further analysis to introduce nondimensional (unas-

terisked) variables. To this end we specify

P*r{x*,t*) = p*{Co)2p(X,t), U*(x*,t*) = CqU^X, t),
—*

A*(x*, f) = t^~A(x, t), A*0(x*) = T0A0(x),
1 + e

a*0(x*) = a*oao(x), W*(h,I2,x*) = W.W{IuI2,x),

x* = a*0x, t* = ^-, h^(x*) = h*0h0{x),

where

Wt =
1 dW* dW*

+
(1 +e)2 8I\ dh p;= o,.v*=o

and

1 -
Ao
A

1 d W dW
+

(1 +e)2 81, dl2

h0(x)

ao(x)'

'' = (TTi^ + (TTkj + ('+f»2' <2'17)

''-(,+"T + (i+«,£ + (TTJP (2J8)

With the introduction of the dimensional pulse wave velocity c* given by

(n2 = '^(^) (2.i9)
p* \op,

or, in nondimensional variables, by

B

dp

we may rewrite (2.14) in the form

(2.10)

(c0*)2 = 2/?>,( !+<>), (2.11)

(2.12)

h0 = ho\x.=0, aS = floU*=o. A0 = n(a*0)2. (2.13)

The nondimensional equations can be written in the form

£ + (2,4)

(2.16)

c2 = A ( ) , (2-20)

dp dp 2 U °2 d A r\ /i TIN
+ u-j— +C2— + — —u = 0. (2.21)

dt dx dx A dx
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The pair of equations (2.15) and (2.21) constitutes a totally hyperbolic system

having characteristic directions in the (x, t) plane given by

dx
—jj = u ±c for C± characteristics (2.22)

and the corresponding independent characteristic forms

du 1 dp c dA ^
—7— ± —j—l  — u = 0 on C±. (2.23)
dt c dt a dx K '

3. Wave breaking and characteristics. In this section we consider A, h, and a to

be constant for constant p.

3.1. General considerations. Under the above condition the governing equations

reduce to
du du dp
11 ^ U~x ^ a— —dt dx dx

dp dp jdu
+ U^ +C2—- = 0.

dt dx dx

(3.i;

Introducing the hodograph transformation

{x, t) i ► (u,p), (3.2)

with xutp - tu / 0, transforms the system (3.1) into the linear hyperbolic system

= 0. (3.3)u c2 - u2

1 —u p

The eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix in (3.3) are ±c so that the characteristics in

the (u,p) plane are given by

dp

Thus
dpf Ajl

J c{p)

du - ±cW. (3.4)

± u = constant = T± (3.5)
c{p)

and these are the Riemann invariants associated with the C± characteristics,that is,

r± are constant on C±, respectively.

We shall consider the initial boundary value problem prescribed by

p = 0, u = 0, / < 0, a- > 0, (3.6a)

p(x,t)\x=o= Po(t), t> 0. (3.6b)

The lead characteristic divides the (x,t) plane into two regions labelled I ahead (i.e.,

to the right) of this characteristic wherein p = u = 0, and II behind it. Since Region

II is a T_ simple wave [14], T_ and T+ are both constant on the C+ characteristics

there implying that these must be straight lines.

Since is constant on the C_ characteristics and since p = u - 0 in Region I,

we have

r_= [" 4L-u = o. (3.7)
Jo C(P)
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We note that for the constant state p — p\, u = U\ ahead of the pulse the lower limit

of integration in (3.7) would be p\ and u would be replaced by u - U\. In Region II

rp dp
u = [' ^ (3.

Jo c{p)

and for the C+ characteristics we have

dx , fp dp
dt = u+c=[w)+c{p)sf{p)- <3'9)

Combining (3.6) and (3.9) then enables us to determine the characteristic through

any point (x, t) of Region II. Knowing the pressure at this point then enables us to

find u(x,t) from (3.8) and the area from the pressure/area relation.

The equation of the characteristic that intersects x = 0 at t = £ is

x = Fit) = fipoit)). (3.10)

The condition that two (neighbouring) characteristics ^ and ^ + intersect at a point

(x, t) is that (3.10) and

x = (t-(z + sz))F(z + se)
hold simultaneously. In the limit d£ —*■ 0, these give

x — (t - £)F(£), (3.11a)

(t-e)F'({) = F(Z), (3.11b)

for the implicit equations on an envelope. Together these equations show that an

envelope is formed in / > 0 by those characteristics for which

*(£)=£ + ^|y >0. (3.12)

The minimum value of t on the envelope occurs for that value of ^ for which the

/(£) in (3.12) is a minimum. If we denote this value of £ by then the wave first

breaks at time tB, where

<3I3>

and the breaking distance xb is given by

<3J4)

where ^ is that root of

2(F'(£))2 - F(£)F"(£) = 0 (3.15)

producing the global minimum for x(£)-

In Sec. 4 we will analyze the propagation of weakly nonlinear waves using the

method of relatively undistorted waves. For these calculations we will assume a

boundary condition in which po(t) in (3.6) has the form

Po(t) = el/2g (3.16)
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where it will be assumed that 0 < e < 1. The exact results of this subsection will be

used to test the validity of the asymptotic expansion.

3.2. Front breaking waves. Before proceeding to analyze the weakly nonlinear

waves we examine the possibility of waves breaking on the lead characteristic. These

waves are initiated in axially strained tubes by the action of a general boundary

condition of the form (3.6). We make no restriction on the strain energy function

describing the tube's elastic properties apart from the usual regularity assumption

that it be continuously differentiable [13].

For a wave to break on the front is tantamount to £g = 0 in (3.13) or a breaking

time ts given by

. f f(Po{Z))c(Po(Z)) ] nm
* I [1+ c(po(«S))C(po(«)]p6(^) J«=o "

From (3.17) we see that a necessary condition for breaking to occur on the front is

dPo

dt

Then with po satisfying (3.18) we see that the breaking time tg cannot be finite unless

^0. (3.18)
(=0

c(po(Z))c'(Pomi=ot-l. (3.19)

This provides a second necessary condition for waves to break on the lead character-

istic. The necessary condition (3.19) is equivalent to

3 $; + A d2"

dA dA2
* 0, (3.20)

A=Aq

where we recall that A = Aq if and only if p = 0.

From Eq. (2.16)—(2.18) we have that

dp _ 2h0Al
dA aoA3

+ h
ao

1 W, + W2

(\+ey

1 -

(3.21)

Ao"2

d2p -6}iqA^

dA2 aoA4

'*0

A ,

1

1 2 W>' 7! + n 1^2 W^2 + W^[ + W22ll

:\+e

L(1 +e)2 " 1 (1 +e)

j Wt + W2

4hp A\
a0A3

1 ^^|7: + TTT7vW>2/2 + W'2l'l + W22'2
(1+e)2 " 1 (1 +e)

+ —
do

<TTW'V"l(">2+(iT7y'r"2'l/i

+ (ihr-w"'"+ T^hfw'^)2

+ (TTTpWvJ'2 + wU2^)2 + 2W^I>2

+wni'{ + w222(r2)2 + w22i'{

(3.22)
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where

Wh...in=d^W/dIir-dIin. (3.23)

Direct computation of (3.21) and (3.22) with the forms for I\ and Ij given in (2.17)

and (2.18) implies that when p = 0 (i.e., A — A0) ahead of the wave the necessary

condition (3.19) or (3.20) for breaking on the front is always violated. Waves which

propagate into a region where transmural pressure is zero may never break on the

front.

In the next section we develop an asymptotic theory for computing shock initiation

times and positions for pulses propagating in fluid-filled tubes whose properties may

vary with position. We know from the previous general discussion that such shocks

can only form behind the front. Indeed, subsequent numerical studies of the exact

solution confirm this finding.

4. Small-but-finite amplutide pulses in inhomogeneous tubes.

4.1. Problem formulation. When the mechanical or geometrical properties of the

tube wall (or fluid) vary spatially ahead of the propagating pulse the existence of

Riemann invariants is precluded and the method of characteristics as developed in

Sec. 3 cannot be applied. Indeed, there are very few general analytical procedures

that can be used on inhomogeneous wave problems of the type to be considered here

[12], One method yielding both qualitatively and quantitatively accurate predictions

for the time and location of first shock formation is the so-called method of relatively

undistorted waves ([ 11 ], [ 12]) which is a small-amplitude nonlinear geometrical optics

perturbation procedure which systematically generalizes 'Whitham's rule' ([15], [16])

for the nonlinear amplitude correction to the phase in the linear geometrical optics

solution. From the nonlinear phase correction it will be possible to determine the

time and location of initial shock formation.

We take as the starting point in the analysis the nondimensional problem given by

(2.14)-(2.18) together with the boundary condition (3.16) under the assumption 0 <

e « 1. Physically, the parameter e = ^(CgT*)-1 where a*0 and Cq are given by (2.10)-

(2.13), and t* is an appropriate time scale representing the duration in time of the

boundary data. Consequently, £"' is a measure of the nondimensional frequency of

the boundary pulse relative to the dynamical frequency associated with the equations

of motion. Clearly £ —» 0+ will correspond to high-frequency boundary data. It is

assumed that g(t/e) ~ O(l) in (3.16). It follows, therefore, that g* ~ e{/2p*(Cq)2

where g* is the dimensional scaling for the amplitude of the boundary pulse data and

that (3.16) will correspond to a small-amplitude, high-frequency boundary condition

under the assumption 0 < £ <r 1.

It is important to note that the scaling for (3.16) implies that the order of the

nondimensional period of the boundary condition (3.16) (i.e., the period is O(e))

is an order of magnitude smaller (with respect to the expansion parameter £1/2)

than the amplitude. This scaling will imply that the amplitude correction to the

linear geometrical optics phase is a second-order effect. We will see that in the

inhomogeneous 0(el/2) equations in the perturbation expansion yet-to-be-derived,

the required compatibility condition on the inhomogeneity is satisfied for all solutions
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to the 0( 1) problem under the relatively undistorted wave ansatz. Thus the nonlinear

effects in the phase take place at second order.

The small-amplitude scaling will necessitate computing a Taylor expansion for

(2.16) of the form (we chose to consider A = A(p,x))

A = A0(x) + (po(x)p + <p\{x)p2 + <p2(x)pi + 0(p4), (4.1)

where
1 d{n+l)A

(w + i)! dpn+1 (p = 0,x), n = 0,l,.... (4.2)

Tedious but straightforward calculation of the <pn's yields

<p0 = A30/2(x)/[2h0(x)(lV?/( l+e)2 + W20)], (4.3a)

<Pi = 3ip1q{x)/2A0(x), (4.3b)

V2 = [(5/2)-0(x)]ri(x)/A%(x), (4.3c)

where

0(x) = [<,/( 1 + e) + 2(1 + e)Wl°2 + (1 + e)3^202]/[^° + (1 + e)2W,% (4.3d)

where we have introduced the notation

£?("> W
w? = (4.3e)

A=Adlir-dhn

The boundary condition (3.16) suggests that the appropriate form of the solution

will be given by

p(x,t) = el/2p{x,d), (4.4a)

u(x, t) = el/2u(x, 9), (4.4b)

where 6 is the characteristic coordinate given implicitly by the arrival time formula

t = T(x,0). (4.5)

The arrival time T(x,6) will depend on the solutions p(x,6) and u(x,6) and has

to be determined as part of the overall solution. With no loss of generality we may

impose the natural boundary condition

T{0,6) = e0. (4.6)

Note that the relationship between 6 and the characteristic parameter £ of Sec. 3 is

given by £ = eO.

It follows from (4.5) that for the change of variables (x,t) (x,6) derivatives

will map according to

d, ^{Tg)~ldg, (4.7a)

dx~dx-(Tx/Tg)de. (4.7b)

Substitution of (4.1), (4.4), and (4.7) into the original nondimensional problem con-

sisting of (2.14)—(2.18) yields

tpopo - TxA0ug = - Te{A0u)x - 2el/1<p\ppe + e1l2Tx<p0{pu)e - e{,2T„(<p0pu)x

+ zTx<p\(p2u)g - eTg(cpxp2u)x - 3e(p2p2pt> + 0(e3/2), (4.8a)
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He - Txpe = -T„px + el/2Txuue - el,lTguux, (4.8b)

where we have dropped the carets from p(x, d) and u(x, 6). The boundary conditions

on the solutions to (4.8) can be written as

P(x,d)\x=0 = g(d), (4.9a)

T(x,9)\x=0 = e6. (4.9b)

4.2. The asymptotic expansion. For the limit e —► 0+ an asymptotic solution for

(4.8) and (4.9) can be found in the form

OO

(p,u,T) = ^2en'2(p[n\u{n\T^), (4.10)

n=0

with corresponding boundary conditions

P(B)(*,0)U=o = g(e)Sn0, (4.11a)

P"\x,d)\x=0 = esn2, (4.11b)

for n > 0, where Snm is the usual Kronecker delta function between n and m.

Substitution of the asymptotic expansion (4.10) into the governing equations (4.8)

yields the homogeneous 0(1) problem

VqP™ - T(x]A0uf = 0, (4.12a)

Tx0)p'g0) - uf = 0. (4.12b)

For a nontrivial solution it follows that

r<0) = ±(<po/Ao)1'2, (4.13a)

M(o ) = T<c0)p(°)j (4.13b)

where it has been assumed that um(x,6) and p(^(x,6) have compact support with

respect to 6. We restrict attention to pulses travelling to the right by taking the

positive sign in (4.13a). Also, associated with the positive eigenvalue {A0/<p0)^2 of

the system of equations (4.12) is a left eigenvector L = (Tx°\(p0).

The inhomogeneous 0(e'/2) problem is given by

np'," - T?'a„u[" = ri"A„u'°> -

^ + TfViy0'"'01),,

= n1 vr - n»p? + (4.14b)
Forming the inner product L • [(4.14a), (4.15b)] yields the compatibility condition on

the 0( 1) solutions given by

2(p0T^p^ - T{0[)[2cp0pi0) + Ti°\A0Tjt0))xp{0)] = 0, (4.15)

where the relationship cp\ = 3^q/(2/1o) = (3/2)^0(^rv0))2 has been used.

Note that there is no quadratic nonlinear term with respect to p[0) in (4.15). This

has occurred because of the relationship between (flo{x) and tp\{x) as given by (4.3b).
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It is important to realize that this relationship will hold independently of the par-

ticular strain energy function assumed for the tube wall. Further, it is easy to show

that the relationship (4.3b) is equivalent to the condition derived in Sec. 3 (under a

small amplitude limit) for a shock not to form on the lead characteristic (i.e., (3.19)

with an equals sign replacing the not equals). Finally, we note that this relationship

between <po{x) and <p\{x) will also imply that the nonlinear amplitude corrections to

the phase are determined from the 0(e) equations.

The 0(e1/2) compatibility condition (4.15) contains two unknown functions, i.e.,

T(X\x, 6) and p{0){x, 6). In order to be able to make further progress analytically

the relatively undistorted wave ansatz is made; namely that for each compatibility

condition in the asymptotic hierarchy it is assumed that 0(dgp(-n')/p{n)) > dx. Physi-

cally, this local condition expresses the notion that the cross-characteristic gradients

vary rapidly in comparison to those along the characteristics which vary relatively

slowly (i.e., a high-frequency pulse). Consequently, it follows from (4.15) that the

coefficient functions must individually satisfy the conditions

2^o^!v1) = 0, (4.16a)

2<PoP{x] + T{x0)(A0T^0))xp(0) = 0. (4.16b)

It follows immediately from (4.16a) and (4.1 lb) that

T(X\x,d) = 0. (4.17)

Then, from (4.16b), (4.13a), and (4.11a) it follows that

p(0)(x, d) = s(0)[2?o(xMo(*)r1/4, (4.18)

where the fact that ^o(O) = 1 and <po(0) = j has been used (see the scaling definitions

(2.10)—(2.13)). The solution (4.18) is, of course, simply the linear geometrical optics

solution for p(°\x,6). It follows from (4.17), the second relation in (4.13), and

(4.14b) that

u^(x, 9) = T(x°\x, 6)p^(x, 0) + \{T?\x, 0)) V°>(x, d))2, (4.19)

where again we have assumed that w(l)(x, 6) and pw(x,d) have compact support

with respect to the phase variable 9.

The equations (4.13) and (4.18) determine the form of the explicit dependency

of the 0(1) solutions on the 'fast' phase variable 6 and 'slow' space variable x.

The compatibility condition on the 0(e) will determine the explicit dependency or

the phase variable 6 on The 0(1) solutions, and thereby give the small-amplitude

correction to the characteristic curves.

The 0(e) problem can be put into the form

<pQP(e] ~ T(x0)A0u[g2) = T^A0u(g0) - T^](A0u^)x

- 2<p\(p{0)p(l))s + rj°Vo(/>(0)M(1) + u{0)p{i))g (4.20a)

+ 7fVi((£(0))2M(% - ^<p2{pm)2p^,

u(2) - T±0)p{g2) = T{x2)p{e0) - T(g2)p{x0) + (4.20b)
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Application of the compatibility constraint L ■ [(4.20a), (4.20b)] leads to

40){2^o'42) + [3p0(7l0))5 + 3^,(r«0))3 - 3cp2Ti0)](pm)2} = 0. (4.21)

Note that there are no terms proportional to pi0)p[i\p[0) or p{0). The p(0)p(1) terms

vanish because the relationship = (3/2)(7^0,)2^0 annihilates the coefficient of this

term. The terms proportional to p[0] and P{0) vanish because of the linear geometrical

optics solution (4.18).

If the expressions (4.3b) and (4.3c) are substituted for (p\{x) and <p2(x) in (4.21)

it follows that (because we implicitly assume p^] ± 0)

P2\x, e) = Q-\j* 0)]5[plfi)(>h 6)]2 drn (4.22)

where the boundary condition (4.1 la) has been used. Thus, the leading order ampli-

tude corrected formula for the arrival time can be put into the form

t = [ [<Po(ri)/Mri)]l/2dri
Jo

+ E 8 - (3/23'2)(g(0))2 £ m[<Pom2[Ml)]2[Ao(tl)r3 drt} + 0(£3/2),

(4.23)
which completes the leading order solution. We remark here that the leading order

perturbation solution given by (4.18) and (4.23) is formally valid only in a neigh-

bourhood of the lead characteristic 0 = 0. Consequently, the leading order solution

just obtained is not necessarily a global asymptotic representation of the travelling

wave pulse.

A simple leading order formula for the location and time of first shock formation

can be obtained from (4.23). Since a shock first occurs the first time that te = 0, it

follows that the position of this shock (denoted xB) will be determined from

IXB P(ri)[<Po(ri)]2[Ao(ri)]-3dn = ^[ge(eB)g(dB)]-1, (4.24)

where 8 — 8b is the maximizer of gy(6)g(8). Once Xb is determined from (4.24) the

time of initial shock formation, tB, will be determined from (4.23) where the right-

hand side is evaluated with x = xb and 8 = 8b- In Subsection 5.1 we will compare

the predictions of our asymptotic theory, assuming a homogeneous tube wall, with

the results obtained from the exact theory developed in Sec. 3. In Subsection 5.2 an

example calculation with varying tube wall thickness will be presented.

5. Applications of the asymptotic theory.

5.1. An example calculation with a homogeneous tube wall. In order to compare

the predictions of the weakly nonlinear asymptotic theory developed in Sec. 4 with

the exact finite amplitude theory of Sec. 3, we shall compute the location and time

of first shock formation for a simple example. We take as the pressure boundary

condition

g(6) = a8{\ +02)exp(-02), (5.1)

where a is a nondimensional amplitude parameter.
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The strain energy function we take is the Ishihara et. al [17] model given by

W{IUI2) = b{I{ - 3) + (1 - b){I2 - 3) + 7(7, - 3)2, (5.2)

where b and y are real constants. The strain energy model (5.2) has been proposed

as a realistic yet simple model for many elastomers.

It follows from (4.3a) and (4.3d) that

Vo — 2> (5-3a)

P = 2y, (5.3b)

where Ao = 1.0 (because of homogeneity), and e = 0.0 is assumed for convenience.

From (4.24) we therefore find that the location of the first shock will be given by

*b = ^j-[ yge(OB)g(0B)]~l, (5-4)

and that the corresponding time of the first shock will be given by

tB = xB/V2 + e[d„ - 3y(g(dB))2xB(4V2rl], (5.5)

where dB is the maximizer of gs(6)g(8). For the boundary condition (5.1) we find

that 0B ~ 0.5724 and that ge[ds)g{dB) ~ 0.4392a2. Substitution of these values into

(5.4) and (5.5) yields the formulae

X/?~ 2.1466 (ya2)~\ (5.6a)

tB =* 1.5179(ya2)-' + e(0.2309). (5.6b)

The first of our numerical computations are displayed in Figs. 1 and 2 where we

compare values of xB and tB, respectively, derived using the exact methods of Sec. 3

with those obtained from the asymptotic methods of Sec. 4. In both figures we take

£ = 10"2, y = 1 and plot Xb and tB against the amplitude parameter a. The exact

theory is represented by the solid line and the asymptotic theory is represented by

the dashed line. It is apparent from both of these figures that the asymptotic method

gives very good agreement with the exact solution and, in fact, for values of the

amplitude parameter a above 6 the differences are in the third decimal place. What

is not shown in these figures, however, is the fact that the computational time for the

exact results is orders of magnitude greater than that for the asymptotic results. The

overall trends in xB and tB as functions of a are clearly evident in these figures.

In Figs. 3 and 4 we plot xB and tB, respectively, against -log10£ over the range

0 to 4 for a = 4 and 7=1. This range of -log10£ means that £ varies from 1 to

10~4. In each figure the solid line represents the exact theory and the dashed line

represents the result of the asymptotic analysis. The figures point out quite clearly

that the approximate method gives excellent results in the range £ < 10~'. Even for

values of e which are larger the agreement between exact and approximate results are

in qualitative agreement.

5.2. Example calculation with varying wall thickness. In this section we will exam-

ine the formation of a shock as predicted by the weakly nonlinear theory when the

effects of a gradually varying tube wall thickness are included. As in the preceeding
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J I 1 I 1 I I I L

0

a

Fig. 1. Comparative plot of the position of first shock formation as

calculated by the method of characteristics (solid line) and the asymp-

totic theory (dashed line) versus the boundary pressure amplitude pa-

rameter The additional assumed parameter values are y = 1.0,

e = 10~2, A0 = 1.0, e = 0.0, and h0 = 1.0

a

Fig. 2. Comparative plot of the time of first shock formation as cal-

culated by the method of characteristics (solid line) and the asymp-

totic theory (dashed line) versus the boundary pressure amplitude pa-

rameter o. The additional assumed parameter values are y = 1.0,

e = 10~2, .-10 = 1.0, e = 0.0, and h + 0 = 1.0

subsection we will assume A0 = 1.0 and e = 0.0. As well, we shall retain the Ishihara

et. al strain energy model (5.2) and the applied boundary condition (5.1). However,

in this section we will examine the consequences of two different models for the tube

wall thickness corresponding to a thickening (or thinning) of limited axial extent,

and another corresponding to a gradual transition to a thicker (or thinner) tube wall.
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J I I J I I I I I 

-log10(e)

Fig. 3. Comparative plot of the position of first shock formation as

calculated by the method of characteristics (solid line) and asymptotic

theory (dashed line) versus the boundary pressure "period" parameter

£. The additional assumed parameter values are y = 1.0, a = 4.0,

e = 0.0, .-Iq = 1-0, and hg = 1.0.

-Iog10(e)

Fig. 4. Comparative plot of the time of first shock formation as calcu-

lated by the method of characteristics (solid line) and the asymptotic

theory (dashed line) versus the boundary pressure "period" parame-

ter e. The additional assumed parameter values are y = 1.0, a = 4.0,

e = 0.0, .40 = 1.0, and h0 = 1.0
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The two models are given, respectively, by

ho(x) — 1 + //exp[-<5(x - Xo)2], (5.7a)

ho(x) = 1 + fi{ 1 + tanh[J(x - x0)]}/2, (5.7b)

where ^ is an amplitude parameter, x - xo corresponds to the 'center' of the thickness

feature, and 5 will 'control' the axial extent of the transition. When ju > 0 {/u < 0)

the above configurations will be said to correspond to a 'thickening' ('thinning') of

the tube wall. The maximum absolute change in the thickness in either model in |/i|.

From (4.3a) and (5.2) it follows that

cpo(x) = [2ho(x)rl, (5.8)

and from (4.3d) and (5.2) it follows that /? = 2y. Consequently, from (4.24) the

position of the shock will be given by

I,
*b 73/2

h~2{ri)dri = -^-[yge{QB)g{QB)]~~\ (5.9)

where 6b is as described in Sec. 5.1. This expression clearly shows that a thickening

(thinning) of the tube wall will retard (accelerate) the formation of a shock.

It follows from (4.23) that the time of first shock formation will be given by

tB = 2"'/2 f \h0m-"2 drj + e^B- ^S2(0b) £[h0(rj)]-2 dr\ J . (5.10)

CD
-f—'

"O

c
CC

m
x

Fig. 5. Plot of the position (solid line) and time (dashed line) of

first shock formation assuming the exponentially varying thickness

model (5.7a) versus // for the range -0.5 < ft < 2.0 (with <5 = 4.0

and a'o = 1.5). The other parameter values are a = 1.0. s = 10-',

y = 1.0, e = 0.0, and A0 = 1.0.
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Fig. 6. Plot of the position (solid line) and time (dashed line) of

first shock formation assuming the hyperbolic tangent thickness model

(5.7b) versus n for the range -0.5 < n < 2.0 (with S = 4.0 and

xq = 1.5). The other parameter values are a = 1.0, e= 10_l,y= 1.0,

e = 0.0, and Aq = 1.0.

Figures 5 and 6 present the results for Xb and tg for the thickness models (5.7a)

and (5.7b) for -0.5 < ju < 2, respectively, assuming the boundary pressure function

(5.1) with a = 1.0 and e = 10_1. In both figures the solid line corresponds to Xb

and the dashed line to tg. As well, in both figures we have assumed xo = 1.5 and

d = 4.0. The strain energy function assumed was, again, the Ishihara model (5.2)

with y = 1.0. Note that as the amplitude of the thickness anomaly (i.e., n) increases

the position and time of first shock formation monotonically increases so that the

shock initiates further down the tube.

6. Conclusion. We have modelled and analyzed an important class of nonlinear

wave problems in liquid-filled distensible tubes and found, in contrast to earlier stud-

ies, that waves propagating into a region where the transmural pressure is zero will

not break on the lead characteristic no matter what form the strain energy function

assumes or the degree of axial strain to which the tube is subjected. Then with the

ultimate goal of analyzing these problems in variable media we developed an asymp-

totic procedure based upon the theory of relatively undistorted waves. By comparing

results derived using this method with those based upon an exact procedure for the

restricted case of a homogeneous medium we found the asymptotic method gave very

good agreement and, in particular, this agreement improved with increasing values of

the pulse amplitude parameter. Having 'established' the validity of the approximate

procedure we then employed it to investigate the influence of wall thickness changes

upon shock initiation times and distances. We found that wall thickening retards

shock formation whereas thinning has the opposite effect.

The development of a rational theory based on nonlinear elasticity shows that the

pressure-area relation must be of a particular form (i.e., (2.16)). This form precludes
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the formation of shocks on the lead characteristic. This means that if one were to

employ, for example, the theory of acceleration front analysis to determine whether

or not shocks form, one would be led to the incorrect conclusion that they did not.
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